
RESEARCH METHODS ESSAY CONCLUSION

In the CONCLUSION to your report, you do a number of important things: literature; Review (very briefly) the research
methods and/or design you employed.

Strategies to help you move beyond merely summarizing the key points of your research paper may include
any of the following strategies: If your essay deals with a contemporary problem, warn readers of the possible
consequences of not attending to the problem. Writing Center. Speaking in terms of the process theory of
writing, a good researcher and writer is willing to create new meaning, a new understanding of his or her
subject through research and writing and based on the ideas and beliefs that he or she had entering the research
project. University of North Carolina; Conclusions. How did you collect and select them? Qualitative methods
example In order to gain a better insight into the possibilities for improvement of the product range,
semi-structured interviews were conducted with 8 returning customers from the main target group of
Company X. You might want to include the full questionnaire as an appendix so that your reader can see
exactly what data was collected. Failure to reveal problems and negative results Negative aspects of the
research process should never be ignored. The Writing Center. University College Writing Centre. Did you
conduct surveys by phone, mail, online or in person, and how long did participants have to respond? A
conclusion is not merely a summary of the main topics covered or a re-statement of your research problem, but
a synthesis of key points and, if applicable, where you recommend new areas for future research. If you
encountered negative results [findings that are validated outside the research context in which they were
generated], you must report them in the results section of your paper. The conclusion is a perfect place to form
a single clear opinion on your issue. Logic is important Sometimes your paper may contain many different or
even opposite points. The Lab Report. Nevertheless, by the time you have finished writing, you may be having
some doubts about what you have produced. It must be narrowed and focused on your topic. What was the
sample size and response rate? There is nothing wrong about having opinions, ideas, and beliefs about your
subject before beginning the research process. Social issues around the world are very broad and diverse. How
did you design the questions and what form did they take e. Discuss the significance of your points Note that it
may be unnecessary for most papers. Louis Community College; Conclusions. Recommend a specific course
or courses of action that, if adopted, could address a specific problem in practice or in the development of new
knowledge. Consider the following points to help ensure your conclusion is appropriate: If the argument or
point of your paper is complex, you may need to summarize the argument for your reader. Because not all
surveys were fully completed, survey results were included in the analysis. Re-state the purpose of your study
then state how your findings differ or support those of other studies and why [i. Make sure that this part of the
conclusion is concise and clear. However, in some cases. Writing CSU. Repress those doubts! In the
conclusion, use the negative results as an opportunity to explain how they provide information on which future
research can be based. Failure to comment on larger, more significant issues In the introduction, your task was
to move from the general [the field of study] to the specific [the research problem]. It may be a suggestion or a
call to action. Authored by: Pavel Zemliansky. Provide a "take-home" message in the form of a strong,
succinct statement that you want the reader to remember about your study. Both are very different in how data
is collected, what data is collected, and how data is measured. This is not a problem unless you forget to go
back and refine the original objectives in your introduction. Don't surprise the reader with new information in
your Conclusion that was never referenced anywhere else in the paper. Repress those doubts! We suggest
using the same images and concepts in both sections. Because you enter a project like this with a thesis in
hand you already know what you believe! Resist the urge to apologize If you've immersed yourself in studying
the research problem, you presumably should know a good deal about it, perhaps even more than your
professor! As this methodology is less controlled and more interpretive, you will need to reflect on your
position as researcher, taking into account how your participation and perception might have influenced the
results.


